
Exhibition and museum setup / Museum mounts design and construction / Handling works of art.



CUBIC MONTAJE DE MUSEOS S.L. is a company specialized in the installation and production of exhibitions. It is formed by a group of professionals with ample experience in the
field of museum exhibits. Experience of over 10 years in the world of art exhibitions, carrying out projects for the most reputable firms and most important museums and showrooms, has provided
the team of CUBIC with a thorough knowledge of the procedures required in this highly specialized business.



Columns installation procedure. Museo Arqueológico de Asturias. Oviedo, Asturias.

The company specializes in handling and installing works of art and archeology, combined with experience in designing and adapting specific mounts for these pieces, are guarantees of the extreme care, 
conservation methods, safety and security criteria, quality of material and esthetic understanding that CUBIC applies to each order.



Museo Arqueológico de Córdoa. Córdoba, Andalucía.

CUBIC has experience in coordinating installations, packing and unpacking works of art, movement of art pieces within museums, graphic work set-ups, measurements, design and construction of stands,
adaptation of walls and showcases, collection inventories, the development of moulds for exhibition or storage of pieces, etc.



Exhibition “El romanticismo en la época de Pushkin”. Museo Nacional del Romanticismo.

CUBIC develops the different phases of the exhibition project in close consultation with the client, from its conception. Direct and personal dealing with the client guarantees the quality of the project
and a meticulous fulfillment of schedules and budgets.



Pottery and glass. Museo Arqueológico de Córdoba/ Museo Arqueológico de Asturias.

CUBIC is renown for the construction of the most varied mounts for artwork in terms of shape and weight, placing particular attention on the choice of materials and the protection of the pieces.
The cleaning and caring procedures during the construction of the mounts highlight the beauty of the pieces during their exhibition in public.



Security sealed conservation showcases. Anodized aluminium, UV-protected plexiglas, goretex. Fayum Portraits exhibition. Museo Arqueológico Nacional (MAN).

Prestigious enterprises and national museums have entrusted CUBIC with the handling of their most prized works of art. Our hands have cared for and prepared works by Botticelli, Caravaggio, Sorolla,
Picasso, Dalí and Calder among others, as well as the most valuable treasures from the Spanish National Archaeological Museum (MAN).



Parkett serial art Collection. Universidad de Castilla la Mancha.

In CUBIC we work to design the most appropriate visual proposal for each client. We produce and install the whole project, the graphic design, the signage and the information texts in the pursuit of
clarity and precision at the display site.



Textile mounts and jewels for National Museum of Oman. Client: Acciona Producciones y diseño.



Diverse book, document mounts and Passe par touts, National Museum of Oman. Client: Acciona Producciones y diseño.



Passe par touts and document mounts, National Museum of Oman. Client: Acciona Producciones y diseño.



Tilted acrylyc book mountts BNE, books and manuscripts Universidad de Salamanca. Nextel book mounts, acrylic shim for stamps and stamps Passe par tout, National Museum of Oman. Client: Acciona Producciones y diseño.



Neutral and non acid lightweight mounts for books and documents.



Hand made led lighted shaped boxes. “Larra, XIX cajas”. Museo Nacional del Romanticísmo.



Hand made reproduction of a roman broken board, Tablero de Cancel (Sta. Mª de Lugo, Lugo de Llanera, Llanera). Installation at the Archaeological Museum of the original board board.



Mounts for heavier pieces in different museums.



Heavier pieces at Museo Arqueológico de Asturias.



Small, tiny and serial pieces at Museo Arqueológico de Asturias.



Mounts for jewels, ancient coins and thin stones. Blanca Muñoz jewels collection.



Direct thin glass assembly for Zoe Leonard’s exhibition at MNCARS.



Museo Sorolla. Madrid.



Kingdom of Ife. Sculptures from west Africa. Mounts and installation. Fundación Botín. Santander.



Exhibition Installation at Museums and Events

Design and Construction of Stands

Handling of Artwork

CUBIC montaje de museos S.L. / www.cubicmuseos.com / cubic@cubicmuseos.com
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